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EDITORS
Gordon Wilmsmeier has held the Kühne Professorial Chair in Logistics
at the Universidad de los Andes in Bogotá, Colombia since March
2017. From 2011 to 2017, he worked as Economic Affairs Officer in the
Infrastructure Services Unit at the United Nations Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean (UN-ECLAC). Previously he
worked at Edinburgh Napier University’s Transport Research Institute
(TRI), and as consultant for UN-ECLAC, UNCTAD, UN-OHRLLS,
the World Bank, Adelphi Research, JICA, IDB, CAF and OAS. He is an
internationally recognized expert in maritime transport geography and
economics, port economics and inland shipping issues, with particular
interests in shipping networks, governance, competition, transport costs,
sustainability, energy efficiency and nautical electromobility. Gordon is
Honorary Professor of Maritime Geography at the University of Applied
Sciences in Bremen, and visiting lecturer at the University of Gothenburg,
Sweden and the Universidad Nacional de San Martín, Argentina. He has
published over 100 book chapters, journal papers, institutional publications
and working papers. He is leader of the global Port Performance Research
Network (PPRN – https://pprn.network) and Associate Researcher of the
Hapag-Lloyd Center for Shipping and Global Logistics (CSGL) at the
Kühne Logistics University (KLU) in Hamburg, Germany. Gordon is a
member of the International Association of Maritime Economists (council member 2010–16 and since 2018), the Sustainability Working Group of
the European Freight and Logistics Leaders Forum, and associate member
of PortEconomics.
Jason Monios is Associate Professor in Maritime Logistics at Kedge
Business School, Marseille, France. His research areas include intermodal
transport and logistics, port system evolution, collaboration and integration in port hinterlands, port governance and policy, institutional and
regulatory settings, autonomous vehicles, port sustainability and climate
change adaptation. He has led numerous research projects on these topics
with a total budget of over €1m. He has over 70 peer-reviewed academic
publications in addition to numerous research and consultancy reports,
vii
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covering Europe, North and South America, Asia, the Middle East and
Africa. He has worked with national and regional transport authorities
and co-authored technical reports with UNCTAD and UN-ECLAC.
Jason is a chartered member of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and
Transport (CILT) and co-chair of the Intermodal Freight Transport SIG
of the World Conference on Transportation Research Society (WCTRS),
as well as a member of the International Association of Maritime
Economists (IAME), the Port Performance Research Network (PPRN)
and the PortEconomics online initiative. He also holds an ongoing visiting
position at the University of Gothenburg.

CONTRIBUTORS
Michele Acciaro is the director of the Hapag-Lloyd Center for Shipping
and Global Logistics (CSGL) and Associate Professor of Maritime
Logistics at Kühne Logistics University (KLU), where he has worked
since January 2013. Until December 2012 he held the position of Senior
Researcher – Green Shipping in the Research and Innovation department
of Det Norske Veritas AS (DNV) in Høvik, near Oslo. Between 2004
and 2010 he worked as deputy director and researcher at the Center
for Maritime Economics and Logistics (MEL)/Erasmus SmartPort of
Erasmus University Rotterdam, with which he is still associated. Dr
Acciaro holds a BSc and MSc (cum laude) in statistics and economics from
the University of Rome “La Sapienza”; an MSc in maritime economics
and logistics from Erasmus University, for which he was awarded the
NOL/APL Prize for Student Excellence; and a PhD in logistics, also from
Erasmus University. Dr Acciaro was awarded the Young Researcher Best
Paper prize at the International Association of Maritime Economists
(IAME) Annual Conference in Cyprus in 2005 and the Best Reviewer
award at the IAME Annual Conference in Mombasa in 2018. Since 2001
he has worked as a consultant, advisor and researcher in the areas of liner
shipping economics, terminal management and operations optimization,
green shipping, container logistics integration and supply chain pricing
and finance. He has lectured at several institutions around the world; has
authored over 30 publications; and has been invited speaker at industry
events such as TOC Europe and Intermodal.
Geoffrey Aerts (PhD, MSc, Applied Economics: Business and Strategy,
Solvay Business School, Vrije Universiteit Brussel/VUB) is senior researcher
for the faculty of Economic and Social Sciences and Solvay Business School
at VUB’s Department of Business Technology and Operations, Research
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Group: Business Technology and Innovation, and Business Development
Advisor for the icity.brussel EFRO project and the VUB Technology
Transfer Unit. His academic work has focused on knowledge management/
transfer, stakeholder management and project management, and has been
published in major scientific publications, including Project Management
Journal and International Journal of Shipping and Transport Logistics. He
furthermore won the triennial Joseph Merlot–Joseph Leclercq Prize in
2015 awarded by the International Centre of Research and Information
on the Public, Social and Cooperative Economy (CIRIEC) for his work in
the field of cooperative economy. Currently Dr Aerts is working both as
an academic and as a business developer and entrepreneur. In his academic
work, he conducts research that studies the optimization of research valorization at the university level and the impact of innovation ecosystems
within urban regions. In a complementary role Geoffrey liaises between
the VUB Technology Transfer unit and the icity.brussels coordination
cell, for which he also acts as business development advisor to the EFRO/
FEDER regional development programme for the Brussels region.
Mina Akhavan is currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow and Adjunct
Professor at the Politecnico di Milano’s Department of Architecture and
Urban Studies, where she received her PhD in spatial planning and urban
development (2015) with a thesis on port infrastructure development
dynamics and their impact on urban development. Her research interests
also concern the impact of globalization and logistics networks, transnational urbanism and new working spaces; and more recently she has been
involved in research on the mobility of the ageing society.
Claes G. Alvstam is Professor Emeritus of International Economic
Geography at the School of Business, Economics and Law at the University
of Gothenburg, Sweden, and affiliated to its Centre for International
Business Studies. His research has focused on international trade and
seaborne transport, foreign direct investment, economic integration and
the internationalization process of Swedish multinational enterprises, with
a regional specialization in Europe and East and Southeast Asia.
Justin Berli is an engineer in humanities and social sciences at CNRS/
Géographie-Cités. He holds a bachelor’s degree in oceanography surveying and a master’s in geography, with a specialization in geomatics and
cartography. He is currently working on the development of GeoSeastems,
integrating the world’s road network and providing a platform suited to
analysing the combined sea–land network. His recent works include the
analysis of mega-ship circulation patterns and the centrality of Australian
port cities in the global shipping network.
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Mattia Bunel is a PhD student in geomatics at the French National
Mapping Agency IGN/COGIT. He holds a master’s degree in quantitative
geography, and has worked on the development of GeoSeastems and the
modelling of the maritime network.
Anastasia Christodoulou is a postdoctoral research fellow in the School
of Business, Economics and Law at the University of Gothenburg. Her
research interests include sustainable maritime transport, with a special
focus on the abatement of maritime air emissions, short sea shipping,
intermodal transport chains and maritime logistics. She lectures on several
academic courses and is involved in various research projects.
Peter de Langen is the owner and principal consultant of the company
Ports & Logistics Advisory (PLA). PLA aims to contribute to a better
ports industry by providing advice, analysis and executive education. PLA
works for leading organizations in the ports industry, such as the Ports of
Rotterdam and Barcelona, Maersk Line, the Panama Canal Authority,
the European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO) and the World Bank. Peter
is a visiting professor at Copenhagen Business School, where he aims to
develop cutting-edge research in ports and logistics. Peter is a thought
leader in the port industry: his publications are widely read and cited; he
publishes opinion pieces in Port Strategy and regularly speaks at industry
conferences. From 2007 to 2013, Peter was corporate strategist at the Port
of Rotterdam Authority, and from 2008 to 2016 he was a part-time professor at Eindhoven University of Technology.
Michaël Dooms (MSc and PhD, Applied Economics: Business and
Technology, Solvay Business School, University of Brussels/VUB) is
Associate Professor of Management and Strategy at Solvay Business
School. He is a member of PortEconomics.eu and a member of the
Port Performance Research Network (PPRN), where he co-animates
the port authority strategy group. His other research interests are in the
fields of complex project evaluation of large-scale infrastructure projects,
stakeholder management and corporate strategies. He is a guest professor
of port management and strategy at universities in the Netherlands (MELErasmus University Rotterdam) and Greece (AUEB). He has worked as
a project manager and researcher on projects characterized by a multidisciplinary (integration of technical, economic and environmental criteria) and multi-stakeholder (public and private sector, local c ommunities)
approach. From 2013 onwards, he has led the Ports Observatory for
Performance Indicator Analysis (PORTOPIA) project (www.portopia.
eu), a large EU-FP7 collaborative research project on port performance
measurement.
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César Ducruet is geographer and senior researcher for the French National
Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) at the research laboratory UMR
8504 Géographie-Cités (Sorbonne University). His research interests
include network analysis, urban and regional development, and spatial
analysis through the looking-glass of ports and shipping networks, with
a special focus on Europe and Asia. After being a postdoctoral fellow in
South Korea (KRIHS) and the Netherlands (Erasmus University), he has
worked as an expert for various organizations (OECD, World Bank, Korea
Maritime Institute, JETRO); guest lectured at several institutes (Chinese
Academy of Sciences, ITMMA, HK PolyU, Ecole de Management de
Normandie, NEOMA Business School, University of Catania, ENSTA
Paris-Tech); and is a member of the STAR Alliance (HK), porteconomics.eu, the GIS of Maritime History and Sciences (France), Chair of
Regional Development for the World Transport Convention (China), and
editorial board member of the Journal of Transport Geography, Portus,
Mappemonde and Maritime Business Review. He is currently principal
investigator of the ERC Starting Grant “World Seastems” (2013–19)
research project analysing the evolution of global shipping networks
since the late nineteenth century, and has published two edited books
– Maritime Networks (2015) and Shipping Data Analysis (2017) – in the
Routledge Studies in Transport Analysis series. He has also published more
than 50 articles in peer-reviewed journals and 30 book chapters in the last
15 years or so.
Hilda Ghiara is Tenured Researcher and Professor in Maritime Traffic,
Ports and Regional Economies in the Department of Economics (DIEC)
at the University of Genoa, Italy, where she is a member of the scientific
board of the Italian Centre of Excellence. She is also project manager of
international research programmes financed by the European Union and
other private and public institutions. Her main research interests are maritime and port economics, urban and regional planning, urban governance,
and institutional capacity-building processes.
Elvira Haezendonck (PhD, Vrije Universiteit Brussel/VUB and Solvay
Business School) is Full Professor at VUB, Visiting Professor at the
University of Antwerp (UA), and guest lecturer at Erasmus University
of Rotterdam (Maritime Economics and Logistics) and at C-MAT (UA).
Her research covers topics in the field of (port) management, strategy and
policy: complex project evaluation, corporate social responsibility (CSR)
and environmental strategy, and competitive analysis. She has published
various articles, books and book chapters in these domains; and since
1996 she has been involved in over 50 national and EU research projects
on, for example, strategy analyses and impact assessments in ports and
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infrastructure, and on complex project management. She has occupied
various board positions within and beyond academia: since 2010 she
has (co-)promoted a research chair in public–private partnerships at
VUB, and prepared a new research chair in infrastructure asset management. She teaches courses in (competitive) strategy, microeconomics of
competitiveness, project management and port strategy, mostly at master
level.
Robert Horster leads global trading, origination and sustainability for
Cargill’s Edible Oils group. He has been in this position since 2016. Prior to
his current role, he held a regional trading role in the same group. Between
2007 and 2012, Robert headed up Cargill’s grain and oilseeds trading for
Greater China, and coal trading for Asia. Before relocating to Asia, he
was the commercial manager for the company’s oilseeds crush and feed
ingredients activities in Benelux. In this capacity, he was involved in setting up responsible supply chains for soybeans, and was a member of the
Kramer Commission, an advisory body to the Dutch government on sustainable biomass. Robert holds a master’s degree from Erasmus University
in Rotterdam in monetary economics and fundamental economic theory.
He has lectured on food security and commodity risk at Singapore
Management University and Erasmus University, and has a special interest
in artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Wouter Jacobs (PhD, 2007) is research fellow and lecturer at the Erasmus
Centre for Urban Port and Transport Economics (Erasmus UPT) of Erasmus
University, Rotterdam. His academic work combines insights from economic
and transport geography, with a focus on location strategies of multinational
corporations in trade and shipping. Wouter, together with partners from the
commodity trading industry, recently launched an executive programme,
Leadership in Commodity Trade and Supply Networks. As a lecturer
Wouter coordinates the MSc seminar programme Disruptive Scenarios at the
Erasmus School of Economics, and the MSc elective Commodity Trade and
Supply Networks at the Rotterdam School of Management. He publishes
regularly in international peer-reviewed journals.
Theodora Koukaki is a PhD student working under the supervision of Dr
Alessio Tei and Dr Paul Stott as part of the Marine, Offshore and Subsea
Technology research group in the School of Engineering at Newcastle
University, UK. The general framework of her project regards innovation
processes in the shipping industry, and the aim is to investigate how innovation can be employed towards sustainable marine transport. Theodora
previously acquired an MSc in marine transport with management at
Newcastle University. Before coming to Newcastle to further her studies,
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she worked in the maritime industry for two years, more precisely, in a ship
brokerage office in Piraeus, Greece. She also holds a degree in maritime
studies from the University of Piraeus.
Jasmine Siu Lee Lam, from Nanyang Technological University (NTU)
Singapore, is director of the NTU’s Maritime Energy and Sustainable
Development Centre and director of the university’s Maritime Studies
Programme. Her major research areas are energy, innovation, maritime
logistics and sustainable development. She has been invited by various
organizations, port authorities, companies and universities as a key
speaker at international conferences. Leading an R&D team and working closely with the industry and government agencies, Jasmine has
completed over 40 projects and has more than 200 scientific publications, including about 100 top-tier refereed journal papers. She serves as
editor/board member of ten international journals, including Maritime
Policy and Management (as associate editor), Journal of Supply Chain
Management, and Transportation Research (Parts D and E). She is a
member of BNP Paribas Fortis Chair international scientific committee.
Furthermore, she is the recipient of many awards, including Best Paper
awards, the European Commission Erasmus Mundus Faculty Scholar
Award, and the National Day Award from the Prime Minister’s Office
in Singapore.
Mychal Langenus is a PhD student at the University of Brussels (VUB),
where he obtained his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in applied economics (magna cum laude) before becoming project manager in the EU Seventh
Framework Programme, PORTOPIA. In addition to project management activities, he has over four years’ teaching experience in management
and strategy courses. His research interests involve port management,
performance management, complex environments and trust.
Kevin X. Li is a professor at the Maritime Logistics and Free Trade Islands
Research Center at the Ocean College of Zhejiang University, China, and
in the Department of International Logistics, College of Business and
Economics, and director of the Shipping and Logistics Research Centre at
Chung-Ang University, Seoul, Republic of Korea. He is the editor-in-chief
of Maritime Policy and Management, the flagship journal of shipping and
ports.
Ilaria Mariotti is Associate Professor of Urban and Regional Economics
at DAStU-Politecnico de Milano (Italy). She achieved a PhD in spatial
sciences at the University of Groningen (Netherlands) and a PhD in transportation economics at the University of Genoa (Italy). Her main research
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interests concern the location of manufacturing and logistics firms, and
the economic effects of FDI in home and host countries.
Alan McKinnon is Professor of Logistics at the Kühne Logistics University
(KLU) in Hamburg, Germany. He was founder and director of the
Logistics Research Centre at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh (UK),
where he is now Professor Emeritus. He has held visiting professorships
in China, Malaysia, Sweden, South Africa and the UK. A graduate of
the universities of Aberdeen, British Columbia and London, he has been
researching and teaching in freight transport/logistics for 40 years, and has
published extensively in journals and books on many different aspects of
the subject. Professor McKinnon has been an advisor to several governments, parliamentary committees and international organizations, including the OECD, the World Bank, the UN and the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC). He was chair of the World Economic Forum’s
Logistics and Supply Chain Council and member of its Council on the
Future of Mobility. He was also a member of the European Commission’s
High-Level Group on Logistics, and chair of the Transport Advisory
Group of the EU’s Horizon 2020 research programme. In addition to his
public sector work, Professor McKinnon has been a consultant to numerous companies and trade associations. Much of his research since 2010
has been on the links between logistics and climate change. His book on
‘decarbonizing logistics’ was published in 2018. He is a fellow of both the
European Logistics Association and the Chartered Institute of Logistics
and Transport (CILT). In 2003 he received CILT’s highest distinction, the
Sir Robert Lawrence Award.
Enrico Musso is Full Professor of Applied Economics in the Department of
Economics of the University of Genoa, Italy; head of the Italian Centre of
Excellence on Logistics, Transport and Infrastructure (CIELI); and editorin-chief of the International Journal of Transport Economics. He is also:
author of about 250 essays mainly on transport and regional economics;
co-chair of SIGA-2 Group (Maritime Transport and Ports) at the World
Conference on Transport Research Society; former chair of the Italian
Association of Transport Economics; visiting scholar/professor at the
universities of Cambridge (UK), Rome ‘La Sapienza’ (Italy), Nice (France)
and Antwerp (Belgium); and former senator in the Italian Parliament.
Athanasios A. Pallis is Professor in Port Economics and Policy at the
Department of Shipping, Trade and Transport, University of the Aegean,
Greece, and President of the International Association of Maritime
Economists (IAME). A Fulbright Scholar (2008–11) at Columbia
University, New York, US (Centre for Energy, Marine Transportation
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& Public Policy), he is the vice-chair of the Port Performance Research
Network (PPRN), and since 2003 has directed the Jean Monnet program
“European Port Policy”. He has won twice the “Maritime Economics &
Logistics Best Paper Award” of the IAME Conference: in 2017 for research
on private entry in cruise terminals, and in 2008 for research on container
port concessions. A founding member and co-director of PortEconomics,
he has worked for ports, associations, national governments and international organisations in shaping port performance, benchmarks, planning and governance in four different continents. He served as General
Secretary for Ports & Port Policy of the Hellenic Republic (2011–12),
and Secretary General of MedCruise (2013–17), the association of cruise
ports in the Med and its adjoining seas. His books examine the European
Port Policy (published in English, Japanese, and Greek), the Common EU
Maritime Transport Policy (published in English and Greek) and Maritime
Transport: The Greek Paradigm (in English).
Francesco Parola (PhD, 2005) is Associate Professor in the Department
of Economics and Business at the University of Genoa in Italy. He is
also a member of Italian Centre of Excellence for Logistics, Transport
and Infrastructure. His research and teaching interests include strategic
management and the application of business and strategic management
disciplines in the maritime logistics sector. Francesco has published
extensively across various international peer-reviewed journals, such as the
International Journal of Production Economics, Transportation Research
Part A, Journal of International Management and R&D Management.
Since 2017 he has been a member of the executive board of the Port
Authority of Genoa Savona.
Rodolfo Sabonge is an expert in strategic foresight, market research and
competitive intelligence in logistics, transportation, maritime development
and ports. For over 15 years he led the areas of planning, marketing and
business development for the Panama Canal Authority. During his tenure,
Sabonge led the transition planning of the transfer of the canal from the
US to the Panamanian government, and later led the demand, market
and economic impact studies that justified the expansion of the canal.
Sabonge graduated from the University of Notre Dame, Indiana (USA) as
a mechanical engineer, continued with graduate studies in business administration at the University of Miami, Florida, and has a master’s in maritime
development from the School of Law, University of Panama. Sabonge
completed an executive programme conducted by Stanford University and
the University of Singapore in Singapore, and a programme on sustaining
competitiveness taught by Michael Porter at Harvard Business School. He
has been a speaker in many international forums, most recently as keynote
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speaker at PIANC’s 34th World Congress in May 2018. Currently, Rodolfo
Sabonge is associate consultant with Talasonómica, directs his own practice
in Logitran Advisory Services Corp.; is external advisor to the global
consulting firm McKinsey & Co.; and a member of Panama’s Maritime
Chamber and of the board of Panama’s International Maritime University.
He is also research professor at the Institute of Canal and International
Studies at the University of Panama. In the past, Sabonge was member
of several committees of the US Transportation Research Board, and
a member of the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council on
Logistics and Supply Chain. Recently he led the creation and establishment
of the IMO’s Maritime Technology Center for Latin America.
Ricardo J. Sánchez is an economist and internationally recognized expert
in shipping and port economics, as well as in transport and infrastructure,
with special focus on Latin America and the Caribbean. He has worked
either professionally or academically in 28 of the 33 countries of Latin
America and the Caribbean over 30 years, as well as in Europe and Asia.
His main research interests are shipping and port economics, including
the maritime cycle, port business, national maritime policies and industrial
organization applied to shipping markets. He has more than 175 publications, including books and chapters in books, peer-reviewed articles,
working papers, etc.
Giovanni Satta (PhD) is assistant professor in the Department of Economics
and Business of the University of Genoa in Italy, and a member of the
Italian Centre of Excellence on Logistics, Transport and Infrastructure.
He teaches transport finance and marketing for transport services. He won
the 5th MEL PhD competition (2013) sponsored by Palgrave Macmillan
with a doctoral thesis about the strategies of container port multinationals.
Giovanni is the scientist responsible for several national and international
projects related to shipping and ports. He is an associate member of
PortEconomics (www.porteconomics.eu) and involved with the Center for
Eurasian Maritime and Inland Logistics (CEMIL) of Shanghai Maritime
University and the Shipping and Trade Alliance for Research (STAR)
of Hong Kong Polytechnic University. He has published extensively in
national and international journals such as Transportation Research Part
A: Policy and Practice, R&D Management, Maritime Economics and
Logistics, and Journal of International Management.
Cécile Sillig is a research fellow and adjunct professor in the Department of
Economics at the University of Genoa (Italy). She holds a master’s degree
in geography and a PhD in transport economics. Her research interests are
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logistics city networks, port regions development, grassroots innovation
and sustainable transition applied to urban mobility, and agri-food.
Henrik Sornn-Friese is associate professor at Copenhagen Business
School, where he is director of CBS Maritime and academic director
of the MSc programme in Economics and Business Administration.
He is member of the board of directors of the Maritime Development
Centre (MDC), a Copenhagen-based cluster organization aiming to build
and promote the maritime cluster in Denmark. He is co-director of an
international research programme, “Governance and Innovation for a
Sustainable Maritime Supply Chain”, supported by the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council of Canada and involving more than 35
universities and companies in East Asia, Europe and North America. He
is also co-founder of the Maritime Research Alliance, bringing together
five Danish universities in collaborative research on three main themes:
decarbonization; automation; and data-driven innovation in shipping,
ports and maritime industry. He has published extensively on shipping and
ports in leading international journals on business and management, business history, economic geography, maritime history and transportation,
and he is also author or co-author of several books and book chapters
about shipping and maritime clusters.
Siri Pettersen Strandenes is Professor emerita of Economics at the
Norwegian School of Economics (NHH), where she also served as head
of the Department of Economics (2016–17). Following her postgraduate
studies at NHH, she worked as a researcher at the Foundation for Research
in Economics and Business Administration (SNF), before joining NHH
in 1989. Her main research areas are maritime economics, economics
of air transport, international economics and industrial organization.
Professor Strandenes has published extensively on shipping market
modelling, freight transport and port pricing strategies, competitiveness
in shipbuilding, airline competition, airline deregulation, etc. She has
taught various undergraduate and postgraduate courses at universities
in Europe. She is Honorary Visiting Professor in the Faculty of Finance,
Cass Business School, City, University of London, as well as Guest
Professor in the Department of Transport and Regional Economics,
Faculty of Applied Economic Sciences, University of Antwerp. She has
served as elected council member of IAME, as guest editor and member
of editorial boards, as a member of appointment committees at several
universities around the world, and is a reviewer for several international
journals and conferences. She has also served on a number of boards of
public institutions and private companies in finance and shipping.
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Alessio Tei (PhD) is a lecturer in maritime economics at Newcastle
University (UK). Previously he worked as research fellow in the Department
of Economics of the University of Genoa and as adjunct professor at both
the University of Genoa and at the Naval Academy of Leghorn (Italy).
His scientific research is mainly focused on maritime economics, transport
economics and the effects of transport on regional development. Alessio
has been part of several consultancy works on transport efficiency and
transport. He is author of several contributions published in academic
journals and books, and a member of several international scientific
organizations (e.g. IAME and the WCTR). He was on the local organizing
committee of the IAME 2013 Conference, and member of the scientific
committee of the Italian Society of Transport and Logistics Economists
2016 Conference. Concerning other roles, Alessio is currently section
editor of the official IAME magazine, The Maritime Economist, and
member of the editorial board of the International Journal of Transport
Economics.
Helen (Eleni) A. Thanopoulou is Professor of Operations Management of
Shipping Companies in the Department of Shipping, Trade and Transport
of the University of the Aegean (Greece), where she has served as head
of department (2014–16) and as Vice-Rector of Academic Affairs and
Quality Assurance (2017–18). Having studied economics at the University
of Athens, she holds a D.E.A. in development economics (University of
Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne) and a doctorate in maritime studies from the
University of Piraeus, where she taught briefly. She spent eight years in
Wales as lecturer and later senior lecturer and director of shipping-related
postgraduate courses at Cardiff University. She returned to Greece in 2004
to assume a new post at the University of the Aegean. She has published
extensively on maritime crises, shipping competitiveness and investment
patterns, UK shipping policy, Greek shipping, quality shipping, maritime
innovation, uncertainty, etc. Professor Thanopoulou has served as elected
council member of IAME, as chair of the Academic Assembly of Cardiff
University, as guest editor and member of editorial boards, and is a
reviewer for a substantial number of international journals. She has taught
various undergraduate and postgraduate courses at universities in Europe
and Asia for many years, and has acted as evaluator of postgraduate
courses and research projects of European countries. In 2018 she was
appointed Honorary Visiting Professor at CASS Business School, City,
University of London for three years.
Cécile Tournaye is a New York attorney – graduate of the University
of Paris (Panthéon-Sorbonne), the University of Michigan Law School
(LLM) and SOAS University of London (postgraduate diploma in public
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management). She practised for 20 years as a legal counsel with international organizations, first with the UN system and then at the Central
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